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About IFRS
Federal Institute of Education, 

Science and Technology of 
Rio Grande do Sul

RS = Area: 281,748 km²
Population: 11.29 million

IFRS = 17 campuses
about 27,000 students 
200 courses
1150 professors and 1000 staff



About Rio Grande do Sul
Capital = Porto Alegre
Population: 1.409 million   Culture



Motivation:
IFRS → CTA (Assistive Technology Fabrication Laboratory) + POALAB (fab lab)

Assistive Technology (AT)

resources
tools 

processes
practices 
services 

methodologies

autonomy
independence
quality of life

Hackathon:

  Low-Cost 
Assistive 

Technology 
(LCAT)

to how?



Motivation:
● AT resources ⇒  expensive
● We have makerspaces / fab labs… but… who should make LCAT? 
● Educational spaces ⇒ creative ways to produce these artifacts/reducing costs

and, as we find out
"Nothing About Us Without Us!"



Goal:
The "1st IFRS Creative Challenge"

Pro-Rectory of Education, Poalab fab lab and the CTA 

theme: "Creativity in the Development of Assistive Technology Resources"



Step 1 - Setting the Rules:

high-school students (technical courses) + teachers + staff

72 hours hackathon

sleep (?) in campus (labs?)

classrooms = dorms

2 campuses: Porto Alegre Campus and Bento Gonçalves Campus

Poalab + CTA



Step 2 - The Teams:

different IFRS campuses were selected

28 high school students

23 staff from different areas of knowledge

4 teams

in each team at least one student from Computer Science or Mechanics

students and teachers from the same campus stayed in different teams



Step 3 - Empathy:

learn the difficulties and challenges
faced by people with disabilities in the 

IFRS community

● student and also administrative staff with low vision
● a student with paraplegia
● a blind administrative staff
● a deaf teacher



Step 4 - Instrumentation as Inspiration:
explanation about "What is Assistive Technology?" by CTA

examples of resources, equipment, components, strategies and methodologies

attended by a physiotherapist and an occupational therapist (external community) 
things to consider when designing an artifact for people with disabilities



Step 4 - Instrumentation as Inspiration:

spaces simulating:

the use of a wheelchair;
the use of walking sticks with blindfold;
the use of computers with screen readers, keyboards and alternative mouse;
writing with immobilized limbs;
the use of pencil thickeners, reading aids and other aids for daily living;
the use of browser extensions and sites that simulate color blindness/low vision;
the use of applications that transform text into sign language;
tested applications that turn voice into text;
and the use of Alternative and Augmentative Communication applications



Step 5 - Mentoring and the Definition of Deliverables:
mentors for: prototyping, design thinking, inclusive education, and web dev
materials, equipment and professionals of Poalab and CTA

deliveries and partial prototype presentations:

1) video of up to 3 minutes
2) post content on social networks
3) and develop a landing page for their project

… considering the good practices for accessibility (description of images, textual 
transcription, choice of good contrast, use of sources without serif, among others)



Step 6 - Prototyping and Documentation:
Full access to Poalab and CTA
technical staff providing support 24 hours a day

3D printers, vinyl cutter, precision milling machine, and laser cutting machine.



Step 7 - Show and Tell:

Final presentation during the 
IFRS' 3rd Research, Teaching 

and Extension Conference



Results:
1) BLD - Braille Learning Device
2) Luminous tactile floor
3) Reading stand for smartphone
4) Accessible digital mural



IFRS' dean learning from the students



Conclusion:
there is no "how-to" guide or a "better way" to develop AT in makerspaces other 

than involving the disabled persons that are interested in the process

"Nothing About Us Without Us!" is the major lesson that we've learned
(and that I wanted to bring here today)



Thank you!

andre.peres@poa.ifrs.edu.br

Núcleo Porto Alegre 


